
When John Lewis launched its new, £600m flagship in London’s 

White City  Westfield  mall in March, Managing Director Paula 

Nickolds described it as a place to “Shop, do, learn,” revealing 

a brand squarely intent on harnessing the hallowed power of the 

experience economy. In other words, the booming consumer 

hunger for experiences and entertainment that go above and 

beyond or at least frame the more prosaic world of products. First 

prototyped in its Oxford flagship it boasts 23 services bookable  

via an Experience Desk–a concierge who orchestrates experiences 

such as tech tutorials, personal styling, interior design services  

and beauty treatments.

But the crux of the concept, the real strategic glue, is the deploy-

ment of 500+ actor-trained staff trained by Theatreworks, the  

UK’s National Theatre’s training service. Led by British TV actress 

Sarah Thom, the initiative has been devised to help everyone  

from the stockroom to Head of Branch communicate but specifi-

cally to birth a new gen legion of sales associates with an extra 

something buoying up their sales spiel.

Creating confidence and showcasing expertise is one aspect; 

actor-led voice and body language training reflects British depart-

ment store Harrods’ long-running use of British talent agency  

TBC Management to place actual actors on its beauty floor.

Literally amplifying theatre is another–partly to flex the entertain-

ment factor but also to breed uniqueness into each store, countering 

the malaise of homogeneity attached to too many global brands’ 

identikit store designs. British brand consultancy Quinine Design 

borrowed direct from immersive theatre (specifically the London 

show Alice’s Adventures Underground) when strategizing for 

British telecomms brand EE. The ‘showcase stage’ area at the 

front of the store is defined by a circular floor, a ceiling light and 

theatre-referencing equipment raft while staff, confirms Quinine 

founder Ian Johnston, were “trained like performers to increase 

engagement, bringing complex products and services to life.  

It was conceived as a kit of parts, a literal set of staging elements, 

that can be used for an ongoing schedule of events, interactive 

demos and new product launches,” and it’s causing ripples 

throughout the business: “There’s a desire to understand how 

moving staff from sales roles to performance or engagement roles 

can impact all areas of store operations.”

While the notion of retail theatre is far from new, when refocused 

via the lens of sales associates it’s spurring new ideas in less 

obvious brand spaces. Spanish car dealer SEAT, for example. 

Since it’s 2017 rebrand by British retail design agency Green Room 

Design its introduced light-touch drama to its sales process,  

such as acquainting buyers with their new cars by ‘seductively’ 

unveiling them from behind a rolling metal screen.

But there’s a third, subtler angle, too: a focus on empathy and 

agility where usually tightly choreographed elements are deliber-

ately slackened, pushing improvisation. John Lewis’ Customer 

Experience Director Peter Cross, notably, described its initiative as 

part of a desire to create “authentic and emotional storytelling”–a 

sentiment that can easily be translated to ‘circumventing the hard 

sell’. Soft selling is now big business thanks to ‘info parity’–a 
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phrase coined by US author and former political scriptwriter Daniel 

Pink in his book To Sell is Human that describes how buyers  

often have as much (internet gleaned) information as sellers and 

therefore reject overtly cocksure sales techniques and seemingly 

perfect deals. The message is that while theatre and expertise  

is still good, bravado is not .

Johnston concurs: “The [EE] stage set is to encourage more 

intuitive, human answers.” According to Malcolm Lee, Experience 

Design Director at US agency Ziba, which used role-play based 

‘experience prototypes’ to craft new store concepts for Australasian 

eyewear label OPSM, this breed of actor-led design was key to 

grasping (and exploiting) the value of changeovers and micro-mo-

ments: “Through role-play we realized the importance of transitional 

moments in the retail experience–that the hand-offs between the 

salespeople and the optometrists, or between the salesperson 

and the expert fitters felt continuous, cumulative and collaborative. 

It’s an insight that led to a special pod for that group consultation 

to take place.”

Where to next? On a larger scale the concepts denote a wider tilt 

toward more nimble systems where in-store associates, just as 

with e-commerce, need greater autonomy. It’s making the luxury 

sector, a domain formerly resistant to anything that might inadver-

tently allow a salesperson to shimmy off script and risk meddling 

with precious brand DNA an especially fascinating place to watch.

At least one of the sector’s most prosperous retailers is honing a 

more agile game-plan: Italian megabrand Gucci. Currently reveling 

in soaring sales thanks to the cult following of creative director 

Alessandro Michele–according to parent company Kering, revenue 

rose 37% to approximately $2.3bn in the first quarter of 2018–it’s 

anointed its sales team ‘Gucci Connectors’ complete with their 

own personal assistants able to deliver ‘ceremony.’ Their exact 

roles are still unclear with Gucci CEO Marco Bizarri referring to 

them simply as “people hired for an ability to tell Gucci’s story” but 

the need for independent thought will undoubtedly be tacit within 

a millennial-hunting brand that’s made breaking rules a priority 

under Michele’s reign.

Its 2017 #Gucci4Rooms concept where four artists interpreted  

the new creative spirit of the brand in both physical and virtual 

spaces spot-lit a willingness to relinquish control, albeit mediated. 

More recently, the 2018 redesign of its ‘Dionysus’ bag bastardizes 

not only its own name (Guccy) but also its logo in a mischievous 

nod to ‘80s gaming culture. Playtime, and brands’ own casts 

of players, are arriving in force.


